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REPORTS  OF THE EVENTS 

SEMINAR ON “RELATIVITY, BLACK HOLE & GRAVITY” 

Department of Physics, Al Ameen College, Edathala celebrated the centenary of the most iconic 

Physicist of the 20th century – Sir Richard Feynman. As a tribute to the Great Scientist, a one day seminar on 

“Relativity, Black hole & Gravity” was organized in the Seminar Hall at Al-Ameen College, Edathala on 12th 

September 2018. The Head of the department Ms. Hiba Rahman welcomed the gathering. Dr. N. Shaji, Former 

HoD of Physics, Maharajas College, inaugurated the seminar at 9.30 a.m. Prof. M. B. Sasidharan, Principal, 

Al- Ameen College, presided the inaugural session.The keynote speaker at the seminar was Dr. Tharanath. 

R,Asst. Professor, Dept. of Physics, Aquinas College, Edakochi. He delivered the talk on “Special Theory of 

Relativity in Electrodynamics. Dr. Titus. K. Mathew, Professor, Dept. of Physics, CUSAT delivered the invited 

talk on the topic ”Is gravity fundamental?”. In the concluding session Dr. N. Shaji spoke on “Black Holes: Basic 

concepts and Theory”. The community of Physics teachers and post graduate students from various colleges 

took part in the seminar and the celebration of Feynman’s scientific legacy. Ms. Sreeja C., convener (Assistant 

Professor, Physics Department, Al- Ameen college) proposed vote of thanks. Seventy seven delegates from 

various colleges attended the seminar which included both students and faculty members. The colleges which 

participated in the seminar are St. Albert’s College, Ernakulam, The Cochin college, Cochin, St. Xavier’s  

College, Aluva,  Sree Sankara College, Kalady, MES College, Marampilly, Aquinas College, Edakochi, St. 

Teresa’s College, Ernakulam, Bishop Moore College, Mavelikkara, Dr. N Shaji, the chief guest of the day 

distributed participation certificate to all the participants. Ms. Hiba Rahman launched the brochure for the 

“National Seminar on  The feed back form was given to the participants which evaluated with the components 

(a)the scientific content of the invited talks,(b)Seminar organization (c)Hospitality and (d) Time management. 

The seminar concluded with the vote of thanks by the convener  Ms Sreeja S. 
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NATIONAL SEMINAR ON “ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY AND NUMBER 

THEORY” 

A Two –day national seminar on “Algebraic Geometry and Number theory” was organized by NBHM 

(National Board of Higher Mathematics) and KSCSTE (Kerala State Council for Science, Technology And 

Environment) in collaboration with Al Ameen college Edathala. The inaugural session began with the welcome 

speech delivered by Prof.Vinitha T Head of the department. In her welcome address she proudly announces it’s 

the first national seminar organized by the department of mathematics. Our principal Prof. Sasidharan M P 

gives the presidential address. Dr.Junaid Rahman, manager, AL Ameen College also delivers the presidential 

address. Dr.M Manickam, Director, Kerala School of mathematics, was the chief guest for the occasion. In his 
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address Prof .Manickam explains the important of conducting national seminars in colleges. Towards the end 

of the session prof.Stephy Antony, Assistant professor, Department of mathematics, delivers the vote of thanks. 

 

 

 

SEMINAR ON "FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY” 

A seminar on the topic “Fundamentals of Organic Chemistry” was taken by Dr Ramakrishnan S, 

Assistant professor S H College Thevara. The seminar was conducted on 26.9.2018 for the first and second 

year degree students in the seminar hall. He took the very basic concept of organic chemistry and covers the 

perception of the organic chemistry syllabus of M G University curriculum.  The students were enlightened by 

the talk 
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SEMINAR ON "RUPEE DEPRECIATION" 

The Department of Economics organised the inaugural function of Economics Association on 

26.09.2018.The chief guest of the function was Dr.K.A.Zakkaria, (Professor, School of Management Studies, 

CUSAT). Prof. Shaniba M.H. proposed welcome. The meeting was  presided over by Prof.M.B.Sasidharan, 

Principal, Al Ameen College. Dr. Zakkaria has also presented a seminar on “RUPEE DEPRECIATION”, the 

most debating subject even for the common man. He cited the reasons for the rupee depreciation. He also 

explained the consequences and its impacts on our economy. During the interactive session   the faculties and 

students raised doubts and it was clarified satisfactorily. Ms. Rofaida Salim., Association Secretary has 

proposed vote of thanks.  The seminar was highly informative for both students and faculties. This active 

participation of the students marked the success of the Seminar.          
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SEMINAR ON “ROLE OF GANDHIAN ECONOMICS IN REBUILDING 

KERALA” 

The Post Graduate Department of Commerce and Economics have jointly organised a seminar on “Role 

of Gandhian Economics in Rebuilding Kerala” on 2nd October, 2018. Various personalities from different 

panchayats including panchayath presidents, panchayath members, presidents of corporate banks and its 

representatives and students actively participated in the seminar. Dr. Aravindakshan (Retired Govt. College 

Principal) has inaugurated the seminar, Prof. M.B. Sasidharan (Principal) presided over the function and Dr. 

Muralikrishnan (Retired Professor) has presented the key note address. The seminar opened its floor for an open 

discussion and majority of the participants actively participated in the same. The seminar has pointed out clearly 

the fact that development should be initiated while taking into consideration the growth of general public. 
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SEMINAR ON “THE IMPORTANCE OF FINE ARTS IN CURRICULUM 

AND THE NECESSITY OF INCULCATING AESTHETIC OUTLOOK 

AMONG THE STUDENTS” 

The Association Inauguration, Elan-2018 was held on 3rd October, 2018 in the Auditorium, Al Ameen 

College. Reverend Fr. Sheise Thomas, a renowned children’s magazine editor and dramatist was the chief guest. 

The session started with an invocation to God Almighty, followed by the welcome speech by Joel Johny. The 

chief guest, Fr. Sheise Thomas delivered an insightful speech. He started off by giving a motivation talk on 

humanity and its values. Then he moved on to the topic” The importance of fine arts in curriculum and the 

necessity of inculcating aesthetic outlook among the students”. He also encouraged the students to make it a 

habit to read the newspaper every day. After the formal inauguration the students showcased their talents in 

various areas. All the programmes of the association day turned out to be a colossal success with the active 

involvement and team spirit of the faculties as well as the students.  The inauguration of the Association marks 

the beginning of all the activities of the Department of English for the academic year 2018-19.  
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SEMINAR ON “INNOVATIVE AND CURRENT PERSPECTIVES IN 

COMMERCE AND     MANAGEMENT” 

The Post Graduate Department of Commerce has organized a talk on Innovative and Current 

Perspectives in Commerce and Management on 3rd October 2018 at Seminar Hall. The commerce association 

for the academic year 2018-19 was inaugurated by Dr. Vineeth K.M. (Assistant Professor and Research Guide, 

Maharajas College, Ernakulam). The programme was conducted in two sessions. The first session started with 

an introduction about Commerce curriculum and its current relevance, job opportunities and career 

advancements in the relative fields. The resource person was able to interact with the students and succeeded 

in responding to the different queries raised by the students in commerce and other related subjects. Feedback 

collected from the students clarifies that the session was very informative and relevant in the current context. 

The various cultural programmes of students were the major highlights of the second session. 
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SEMINAR ON “NEW TRENDS IN BUSINESS" 

The department association of Bachelor of Business Administration was held on 4-10-2018, Thursday 

at Seminar Hall. The presidential address was given by Principal Prof. Sasidharan, Al-Ameen, College, 

Edathala. The function was inaugurated by Dr. D. Mavoothu, Director ,School Of Management Studies, 

CUSAT.  He delivered a special lecture on topic “New Trends in Business”. A total of 133 students participated 

for the program 

 

 

 

SEMINAR ON “INTERNET OF THINGS” 

 The Department. of Computer Science organized a seminar on “Internet of Things” for the students 

Computer Science as part of our association. The programme was conducted at our Seminar Hall and started at 

https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
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10.30. The resource person was DR. SASIKUMAR V R is the Principal of SNMIMT Engineering college, 

maliankara. He has a teaching and administrative experience of 19 years in Kerala, Bangalore and abroad. He 

has acquired two post graduations, M.Sc in mathematics and MCA from MG university and Ph.D in computer 

science from manonmaniam sundaranar university, Tirunelveli. His area of research is digital image 

processing. He has published many papers and articles in national and international journals. The talk was on 

“The internet of things, or IoT”. It is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital 

machines, objects, animals or people that are provided with unique identifiers ( UIDs ) and the ability to transfer 

data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. It was a very 

informative talk and both teachers and students benefited from it. 

 

SEMINAR REPORT ON “MOLECULAR BARCODING FOR 

IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIES 

 Intellectual Property (IP) is a category of property that includes intangible creations of the human 

intellect, and primarily encompasses copyrights, patents and trademarks. It also includes other types of rights, 

such as trade secrets, publicity rights moral rights and rights against unfair competition. A seminar on 

‘Molecular Barcoding For Identification Of Species’ was conducted on 23 November 2018 and was organized 

by Department of Biotechnology, Al– Ameen College, Edathala in association with IPR cell of the college. The 

session was handled by Dr. V.S. Basheer. He spoke on the recent improvements in patents and also provided a 

very informative presentation on the topic. He explained about Trademarks, Industrial Designs, and 

Geographical Indications. Vote of thanks was delivered by Neema Jose of First year Biotechnology and the 

https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/unique-identifier-UID
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momento was handed over by Mrs. Alphy Nisa Stephen. Key speakers of the session were Dr.V.S.Basheer, 

Principal scientist and SIC PMFGR Centre Kochi and Adv.Febin James, Trade mark Attorney and partner, 

Legalities IP Services, Thrissur. Dr. Dhanya V delivered the welcome speech. The college Principal Prof. M.B 

Sasidharan presided over the function. He gave a brief introduction about the seminar in his presidential address. 

Mrs.Alphy Nisa Stephen and Mrs.Thasny Faisal were the coordinators. The seminar aimed to create IPR 

awareness among the teachers, students and young intellectuals about the beneficial aspect of patenting their 

creative and novel ideas such awareness would in time be highly essential for promotion of creativity, research 

and technical achievements. 

 

 

TALK ON “PATENT SYSTEM IN INDIA AND PATENT FILING 

PROCEDURE”. 

Department of Biotechnology conducted a talk on “Patent System in India and Patent Filing Procedure” 

in association with IPR cell of our college on 23 November 2018. The session was handled Adv. Febin James. 

He gave a detailed explanation on Patentable and non patentable products. He also shared many of his life 

experiences and also about those who came to him with their creation to be right protected. 
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INTERCOLLEGIATE POSTER DESIGNING COMPETITION ON 

PATENTED INNOVATIONS 

 

The students of the department of Biotechnology in association with IPR cell of our college conducted 

an expo which included an intercollegiate poster designing competition on patented innovations in 

biotechnology on 23 November 2018. Students from MES College, Marampally, MES College, Edathala and 

UC College, Aluva participated in the competition. Judges for the contest was Mrs. Deepthy, Assistant 

Professor Dept. of Business Administration and Mrs.Vijaya Gopinath, Assistant Professor Dept. of Computer 

sciences. Ms.Noorain Assim was selected as the winner from 42 candidates. 
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NATIONAL SEMINAR ON “NANOMATERIALS SYNTHESIS & 

CHARACTERIZATION" 

The Post Graduate department of Physics, Al-Ameen College, Edathala organized a national seminar 

on Nanomaterials-Synthesis And Characterization which focused on the new developments in the field of Nano 

sciences. The main objective of the seminar was to provide orientation and exposure to the academicians and 

students to the emerging methods of the synthesis and characterization of Nano materials. It was also an attempt 

to create a common platform for the budding researchers, academicians and students in colleges, universities 

and R&D institutions to interact and network with eminent personalities in the field of Nanoscience and 

Nanotechnology. The seminar included technical sessions by leading experts from national institutions, poster 

presentations and contributory papers. The event was co-sponsored by Kerala State Council for Science, 

Technology and Environment (KSCSTE) and was organized in collaboration with International and 

Interuniversity Centre for Nanoscience and Nano technology of M G University. The eminent speakers included 

Dr.C.Vijayan, Professor, IIT Madras, Dr.Reji Philip, Professor, Raman Research Institute, Bangalore, 

Dr.Jayalekshmi S, Emiretus Professor, Cochin University of Science and Technology, Dr.Senoy Thomas, 

Assistant Professor, Dept. of Physics, CUSAT and Dr.Radhu S(IIT, Madras), Nirmala 

Colleg,Muvattupuzha.The topics included ‘Nanophotonics’, ‘Optical characterization of Nano materials’, 

‘Nano materials for energy storage Device application’, ‘Magnetic nanostructures: Fabrication and Magnetic 

Characterization’ and  Introduction to Hetero nanostructures’. 
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THREE DAY WORKSHOP ON “FILM MAKING - PANFRAMES 2018 “ 

The Department of English , Al Ameen College organized a workshop on Film Making titled 

Panframes 2018 in association with film and drama club. It was a three day workshop conducted on 11, 12 and 

13th of December. The events are conducted with the technical help from Violet Frames, a professional media 

company. There were three sessions on 11th December, the first session was inaugurated by M.B. Sasidharan, 

the Principal of Al Ameen College. He inaugurated it by speaking about the importance of visual media in 

today’s world and also about the need of paving a career path for film enthusiastic students. In the second 

session the esteemed Film Director, Aneesh Urumbil delivered a speech on the birth of screen plays which gave 
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the students an awareness about the sprouting of screen plays. At the end of the second session the short film 

directed by Ms. Vijayalakshmi Venugopal of 3rd B.A.English was screened. With third session by the Associate 

Director, Jinto Thomas on art of direction, that day’s workshop was curtained. The second day began with the 

session handled by Anish Urumbil on the topic Magic of Framing which is later followed by a second session 

by Jinto Thomason on a very relevant topic Acting is Actually Behaving.The closing day of the successful three 

day workshop was conducted by Linto Thomas in which he handled the topic In the Hand of Editor. On the 

completion of the workshop all participants were provided with certificates of participation by 

Chitharanjan.K.V, H.O.D of English Department. The main objective of the workshop was to familiarize the 

participants with the emerging ideas and current trends in cinema. It enhanced their knowledge about films and 

film making techniques. 

 

 

 

TRANSLATION WORKSHOP 

The Department of English conducted a Translation workshop on 31 December 2018. The event was 

conducted by by Tharun Kurian Alex, Senior Research Scholar in Translation Studies, Sree Sakaracharya 

University Kalady and presided by Chitaranjan KV, HOD.There were three sessions namely Mind and 

language, Cognitive translation and Practice workshop in translation from Malayalam to English. At the end of 

the programme students were given a practical session on translating an excerpt from Malayalam to English. 

This opened the door to the world of translation studies for the participants. 
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INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH A PATENTEE “MR. MANIKANDAN” 

A person to whom a patent has been granted; who appears on the official government registry of patent 

owners or, if the patent monopoly has been sold or handed through an estate, to that assign. Canada's Patent 

Act: "patentee means the person for the time being entitled to the benefit of a patent". A patent gives you the 

right to stop others from copying, manufacturing, selling or importing your invention without your permission. 

See protecting intellectual property. Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) plays a key role in gaining an 

advantageous position in the competitive technological game for economic growth. India enjoys a large asset 

of R&D personnel and infrastructural facilities. Scientists and policy makers need more information, orientation 

and facilities for protecting the products of their intellectual powers.  

As part of creating awareness among students and teachers regarding the importance of generation of 

intellectual property so as to encourage increased creativity and innovation which will lead to generation of IP, 

IQAC is organized an interactive session with a renowned patentee on 07.01.2019. The resource person for the 

session succeeded in generating interest among students towards creativity and innovation in different fields. 

He narrated his life story in a simple way and this has really an eye opener for the students regarding various 

opportunities awaiting for those with creative talents and the means to succeed in life fruitfully rather than 

sticking on to white collar jobs, to be good entrepreneurs.  
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SEMINAR & WORKSHOP ON “DIGITAL MARKETING” 

The Department of Computer Science conducted a one day Seminar & Workshop on Digital Marketing 

on 30/01/2019.  The resource person was Mrs. DEVI S NAIR, Assistant professor SCMS School of 

Management and Technology. 120 students of first and second year BCA and Bsc. Computer Science students 

participated in the programme and enriched their knowledge and skill in Digital Marketing. During the 

workshop, the students got hands-on training in Digital Marketing.  

 

ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON “SETTING RESEARCH DESIGN FOR 

SOCIO ECONOMIC SURVEY “ 

The Department of Economics conducted a One day workshop on Setting Research Design for Socio 

Economic Survey on 30 th January 2019 .This workshop aimed to provide practical steps for field-based 

surveyors to follow while conducting socio-economic surveys of households and villages, including focus group 

discussions and key informant interviews. This guidebook was primarily aimed at providing methodological 
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assistance to socioeconomic field surveys to be organized by the department of Economics in Edathala 

panchayath. Dr.S.Muraleedharan, former HoD, Department of Economics, Maharajas College, Ernakualam 

inaugurated the programme with a speech focusing on importance  of socio economic survey in Economics and 

how findings of the survey can be used for policy making by the Government. The workshop covered following 

areas of a socio economic survey. i.e How to construct a questionnaire for a survey, What are the precautions 

and care should be taken while conducting a socio economic survey, How to prepare project report, Waste 

management system in the panchayath. The programme was ended with vote of thanks by Miss.Rufaida Salim, 

Secretary, Economics Association 

 

 

SEMINAR ON “REDHAT LINUX “ 

The Department of computer science conducted a seminar on REDHAT LINUX ON 13/2/2019 at 

seminar hall. The seminar was conducted by IPSR solutions, Kottayam. The resource persons were Mr. SZEN 

JOHN PROVIDENCE, Team Leader, Linux division of IPSR solutions ltd and Mr. Jaimon Kuriakose, Manager 

- Training & Corporate Services, IPSR solutions ltd, Fifty students of the pre-final year BCA and Bsc Computer 

Science students participated in the seminar. After the seminar MOU of REDHAT LINUX handed over between 

Department of computer science and IPSR solutions. Dr. Cini Kurian, IQAC COORDINATOR, received the 

MOU. The Post Graduate Department of Commerce has organized  a talk on Innovative and Current 
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Perspectives in Commerce and Management on 3rd October, 2018 at Seminar Hall. The commerce association 

for the academic year 2018-19 was inaugurated by Dr. Vineeth K.M. (Assistant Professor and Research Guide, 

Maharajas College, Ernakulam). The programme was conducted in two sessions.  

The first session started with an introduction about Commerce curriculum and its current relevance, job 

opportunities and career advancements in the relative fields. The resource person was able to interact with the 

students and succeeded in responding to the different queries raised by the students in commerce and other 

related subjects. Feedback collected from the students clarifies that the session was very informative and 

relevant in the current context. The various cultural programmes of students were the major highlights of the 

second session. 
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SEMINAR ON “COMMUNICATING SCIENCE FOR SUSTAINABLE 

FUTURE” 

The Department of Chemistry organized seminar on “Communicating Science for Sustainable Future” 

in connection with the National Science Day Celebrations with the sponsorship of Kerala State Council for 

Science, Technology, Thiruvananthapuram and Environment and DST, Government of India on 23rd February, 

2019 at Al-Ameen College, Edathala. The main focus of the seminar was to enhance the scientific temper in 

the minds of people of all age groups. The inaugural ceremony started at 9:30 am in the seminar hall of Al-

Ameen College, Edathala. The inaugural session was presided over by Prof. M.B. Sasidharan, Principal of our 

college.  Prof. Indu G, Head of the Department of Chemistry welcomed the gathering. Dr. Sreekuttan M.U, 

Scientist, Central Electrochemical Research Institute, CSIR-Madras inaugurated the session and also addressed 

the students. The talk was successful in elucidating the importance of science day for the better future of the 

people. The session ended with the vote of thanks by Dr. LejiLatheef, Assistant Professor, Department of 

Chemistry. Session 1 was Talk on “Electrochemical Remediation Technologies for Green Energy and Better 

Life”. The Resource Person was Dr. Sreekuttan M.U Scientist, CSIR, Madras. The session was handled by a 

renowned scientist in the area of electrochemical research. He began the session with the overwhelming energy 

demands and alarming depletion rate of fossil fuel in the world. The need to search an environmentally benign 

and cost effective renewable energy resources has increased day by day. The speaker elucidated the various 

available renewable energy resources and also the attraction of electrochemically driven green energy devices 

such as Batteries, Ultra capacitor and Fuel Cells in the recent years. A brief overview on the recent development 

of such energy devices were narrated in the presentation. It covers the electrochemical generation of green fuel, 

electrochemical storage of energy and electrochemical generation of energy from green fuel using fuel cells. A 

brief theory of these energy devices and the electrode reactions happen during the electrochemical reaction 

were also addressed in the presentation. The class was very informative and interactive. 

 Dr. Sreekuttan M.U is giving talk on “Electrochemical Remediation Technologies for Green Energy 

and Better Life”. Session 2 was Essay writing and poster designing competitions. based on the theme “Science 

for Sustainable Future” and that for poster designing competition was “Science-Feeding the World and 

Protecting the Environment”. Eleven students participated for essay writing and ten students actively 

participated for poster designing competitions.  

Session 3 was Valedictory session. Our resource person declared himself extremely happy from the feedback 

of students. The programme was extremely useful for the students to know about the importance of science day 
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for future generation. There were almost 100 participants in the seminar including 20 students from various 

institutions.Prof. Indu G, Head of the Department of Chemistry distributed certificates and cash prize to the 

winners of essay writing and poster designing competitions. The seminar provided a platform to students to 

know about the value of science by which every people used to get the types of facilities and services with the 

help of development in Science and Technology. Department of Chemistry was organizing an Industrial visit 

for the second year and first year students separately. As a part of the curriculum Students Industrial visit is 

compulsory, so as to provide them the real insight of working procedure of an esteemed organization, to fulfill 

the curriculum demands. For the second year students we visit Eastern Condiments (P) Ltd. Eastern Valley, 

Adimali on 12th February 2019. 27 students and 2 teachers were visited the plant. A brief introduction about 

the company and about the products was given by the company executive. And the company provides the 

students to visit their lab and gave some explanation about the quality control method and the various purity 

analyzing methods. Department of Chemistry was organizing an Industrial visit for the second year and first 

year students separately. As a part of the curriculum Students Industrial visit is compulsory, so as to provide 

them the real insight of working procedure of an esteemed organization, to fulfill the curriculum demands. 27 

first year students and 1 teacher were accompanying to visit Eastern Treads Ltd, Oonnukal on 13th March 2019. 

The production methods and the different products manufactured and the various techniques employed for the 

production of materials were well explained by the company experts. Students were enlightened by the factory 

visit. 
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WEBINAR CLASS ON “NANOTECHNOLOGY” 

As the part of innovative teaching programme, department of chemistry conducted a WEBINAR class 

on “Nanotechnology”. It was conducted for the final year and second year BSc Chemistry students of Al Ameen 

College on 6th March 2019 in the seminar hall. The resource person was Dr Nisha Nandakumar Assistant 

professor, department of Chemistry Vyasa NSS College Wadakkanchery, Thrissur. She took the class from the 

very basic and covers the fundamentals of nanotechnology according to their syllabus and the students were 

enlightened by the talk 

 

 

SEMINAR ON “STOCK MARKET OPERATIONS AND LIVE TRADING” 

A stock market, equity market or share market is the aggregation of buyers and sellers of stocks also 

called shares, which represent ownership claims on businesses; these may include securities listed on a 

public stock exchange, as well as stock that is only traded privately. As part of the curriculum the students are 
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familiar with the theoretical part of stock market but they are unaware of live trading happening in the real stock 

market. Hence PG Department of commerce has organised a Talk on “Stock Market Operations and Live 

Trading” both for the students of this institution and also from the nearby colleges. The first technical session 

about the practical session of stock market operations was handled by Mr. Unnikrishnan (Geojith) and Mr. 

Vipin (Geojith) has oriented the students with the online trading system where a live trading was illustrated. 

The sessions were highly interesting and interactive where after each topic a Question and Answer session was 

also arranged. The session has surely brought out a new conceptualisation among students regarding stock 

market operations and also various career opportunities in the relative field.  

 

 

 

 

SYMPOSIUM ON “NON PERFORMING ASSETS OF BANKS" 

The Post Graduate Department of Commerce conducted a symposium on “ Non Performing Assets of 

Banks”on  26.03.2019. Sabu J Mechery, AGM, Canara Bank, introduced the first technical session 

underpinning the mental image of performing assets which provides a positive return on a regular basis. 
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Transposition of an asset which is tagged as NPA is that it ceases to generate income for the lender and that it 

refers to loans and advances that are in jeopardy of defaults for more than 90 days. The justification for an asset 

to become an NPA carried a lot of causes including defective lending process, ineffective    recovery 

mechanism, willful defaults, industrial sickness, lack of demand etc. Concepts of income recognition and assets 

classification were also highlighted. A temporal end was made by alluding about the changing scenario of 

banking which have been the vexing problems faced by the banking sector. The second technical session 

handled by Harikrishna Pisharody R, Senior Vice President, Federal Bank commenced by stating that NPA for 

obvious reasons, cause a truckload of problems. If these NPA keeps on increasing, the bank will lose out its 

reserves; its stakeholders will be affected and will turn end up in slow financing activities. To curb with these 

disorders, it has become requisite to chalk out a remedial measures for muddles like mismanagement, 

misappropriation of fund, diversion of finance, low demand, excess supply and the like. The kernel concepts 

discussed by this resource person was the recovery measures of NPA. At the very outset, identification of how 

these advances have become NPA, how should these be tackled etc. requires an effective strategic management 

system which includes conciliations, arbitrations, resolutions, mediations, IBC (Insolvency and Bankruptcy 

Code), Court or legal proceedings , SARFAESI Act. The most extreme part of this session indicated a finale 

that a high level of NPA suggests high probability of a large number of credit defaults that affect the probability 

and net worth of banks and also erodes the value of the financial assets. NPA is considered as an important 

parameter to judge the performance and financial health of bank.  

 

Alex Paikada, Finance Controller, Choice group, in his third technical session on “NPA-Customer Point of 

View” made a detailed treatment of how the customers should manage its borrowed funds. The harmful situation 

that created NPA for its customers was diversification of fund to unrelated areas, business losses due to change 

in business environment, financial crisis, maladministration, mis governance etc. The need of the hour is to 

tackle NPA using some urgent corrective measure. Some attempts were made in this technical session to prevent 

the recurrence of NPA which should contains mechanism to identify hidden NPAs, provide for the development 

of internal skills for credit assessment and include technology and data analysis to identify the early warning 

signals. 

 

 Creating financial awareness about management of borrowed funds is the one and only prudent measure to be 

adopted in the long run to bring back the affected Indian banking system. In the last technical session the 

following questions were probed by the academician, Dr. Asha E Thomas, Assistant Professor, St. Pauls 

College, Kalamassery. What is NPA? ,Factors considered by banker which lending? ,What should be the 

attitude of a borrower?, What factors to be considered by a businessman while taking loan?, What is 
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disruption?,What is recovery?  Concepts like asset quality, reasons for NPA generation, Impact of NPAs on 

banks, industry and in total Indian Economy were discussed in detail. Major measures adopted for identification 

and reporting of stressed assets which could be classified as special mention accounts were also detailed. 

 

 

SEMINAR IN “OPPORTUNITIES IN IT” 

As the world becomes more digitalized, companies are transforming to use technology more 

intelligently and strategically. This is leading to the creation of new jobs in the IT sector, even as some earlier 

ones evolve or get obsolete. So to make awre of the job opportunities in the field of IT a Seminar in 

‘Opportunities in IT ‘on 22 June 2017 in association with Career and Placement Cell.  Resource person- Mr. 

Prasanth Kumar K., M/s Logic Institute of Technology, Calicut.   
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DRAMA WORKSHOP “SPARK” 

A one day Drama workshop “Spark” was conducted by the department of English on August 2nd 

2017.A total of ten students from various departments participated. Mr. James Paul, renowned dramatist and a 

Faculty of Calicut University trained the students. The workshop was designed in such a way that there is a 

blend of theory and theatre practice. The artists were trained on different skills of acting, dance, speech, dialogue 

delivery facial expression, theme improvisation. Those who attended the workshop had participated in MGU 

Drama competition 2017 and bagged fifth place. 

 

 

SEMINAR ON “CREATIVE THINKING FOR SUCCESSFUL CAREERS” 

Inauguration of Association and a seminar on ‘ Creative Thinking for Successful Careers’ on  15 

September 2017by Mr.Sooraj Abraham, Secretary , Planet@ Earth. The Seminar made awareness on the 

changes in technology have provided an insight into how creativity can be improved. Creative thinking is 

needed in more areas than simply art, music and drama; it is needed for real life. Creative thinking is a skill. It 

needs to be strengthened and tuned into a powerful tool.  The abilities to think creatively, develop ideas and to 

find solutions are key components for success and a must in person. It is now sought after more than ever before. 

The fact is creative thinking skills can be taught, learned, and practiced. 
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SEMINAR ON “UNITE TO PROTECT LIFE” 

  The  Department of Chemistry, Al- Ameen college organized a seminar on “ Unite to protect life” in 

connection with International Day for the preservation of ozone layer 2017 under the sponsorship of Kerala 

State Council for Science, Technology and Environment on 20th September 2017. The main focus of the 

seminar was to create public awareness to protect the ozone layer and to create awareness among the youth 

regarding the substances that deplete ozone layer.. Prof. A. A. Mohammed Hatha, Professor, Department of 

Marine biology, Microbiology and Biochemistry, CUSAT was the chief guest of the day. 
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WORKSHOP ON “ONLINE TRADING SYSTEM” 

The Post Graduate  Department of Commerce, Al-Ameen College, Edathala, Aluva has organised a 

Workshop on online share trading in association with Geojith Financial Services Ltd. on 26thOctober 2017. 

The event was titled as “Workshop on ONLINE TRADING SYSTEM”. The core part of the programme was 

technical session. There were two technical sessions handled by Mr. Unnikrishnan. K. D, and Mr. Vipin. G. 

Mr. Unnikrishnan is an AGM Operations, Geojith Financial Services Ltd. He took an interactive and Mr. Vipin. 

G, is the Chief Manager Online Operations, Geojith Financial Services Ltd. All these sessions were very 

interactive and base on the feedback collected from audience and the observation of coordinators; it is revealed 

that the programme was extremely beneficial. 
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SEMINAR ON “EVOLUTION OF UNIVERSE” 

Dr.VC Kuriakose, Rtd Faculty, Department of Astrophysics delivered a talk on 25 November  2017 on 

the General aspects of Astronomy and cosmology followed by a demonstration class in telescope making which 

was handled by DrTharanath.R, Assistant Professor, Aquinas College, Edakochi. Dr.Nijo Varghese, Professor, 

Christ college did a demonstration session on “Stellarium-a virtual sky watch”. The students enjoyed the 

programme and made 6 telescopes themselves. 
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SEMINAR ON “PETROLEUM LOGISTICS” 

The inauguration of Petrochemical association was conducted on 13 December 2017 by Sri. Biju 

Sukumaran, Ex-Reliance Petroleum Logistics Staff. He gave a talk on Basic petroleum Logistics including 

offshore logistics system, cargo operations and bulk storage tank farm. Certificates of the Course conducted In 

Geology were also distributed. 

 

 

TALK ON “OPPORTUNITIES OF COMMERCE” 

The Commerce Association of Al-Ameen College, Edathala, Aluva was inaugurated on 15h December, 

2017. The Chief Guest Mr. Ranjith Paul, Director, Chungath Group of Companies inaugurated the association 

activities for the academic year and in his inaugural speech he mentioned that various avenues and opportunities 
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are opened to Commerce Students and narrated the various skills that everyone should possess in our lives. 

Afternoon session was scheduled for the cultural programme by the department students.   

 

 

 

 

TALK ON “IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY CONSERVATION” 

A walkathon was organised on 14th December 2017 by Nature club of Al-Ameen College as part of 

national energy conservation day in association with Kerala Energy Management Centre,  ANERT and 

Ponnakkudam Family Trust on 14 December 2017. The importance of energy conservation was highlighted by 
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the main speakers Sri EloorGopinath from EMC and Sri P K Ramachandran, programme coordinator. Mr V S 

Aboobacker, Vice President, EdathalaGramaPanchayath flagged off the rally participated in by seventy 

students.  

 

 

 

WORKSHOP ON “GST IN SERVICE SECTOR “ 

The PG Department of Commerce, Al-Ameen College has conducted a workshop on GST in Service 

Sector on 10-01-2018. The Programme was inaugurated by Mrs. Lyla.M.S, Joint Registrar, Co-operative 

Societies, Ernakulam. The technical session of the workshop started at 10:30 AM.  It was handled by 

Dr.R.Ramalingam, Associate Professor, Gulati Institute of Finance and Taxation, Thiruvanathapuram. There 

were 51 participants from various institutions attended in the workshop. 
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON "GREEN ECONOMY AND 

ENVIRONMENT SUSTAINABILITY" 

A two day Multi Disciplinary International Conference on the topic “ Green Economy And 

Environment Sustainability"was held on 18 and 19 January 2018.The main objective of the Conference was to 

address the problem of growing inequalities and power imbalances in India for a Green Economy. Another area 

was how India could develop a low emission, resource-efficient greening of the economy at a very low cost in 
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terms of GDP growth. The country needed to modernize its strategies for valuing its natural resources and 

ecosystem as well as strive for an efficient policy and decision making towards an environment sustainable 

growth. How the preferences of common man could be transformed to environment conscious goods and 

services and how the promotion of  socio economic opportunities which were not in conflict with environment 

sustainability and social well-being could be effected were two other issues looked into. The Conference 

covered diverse areas as revealed by the scholarly articles presented here, including four international and five 

national level papers. The Key speakers of this conference were: Prof. Dr.Rizalman Bin Mamat (Dean, Faculty 

of Mechanical Engineering, University Of     Malaysia, Pahang), who spoke on “Biofuel as Sustainable Energy 

Resources: An Overview from Opportunity & Economic Perspective”. Dr.K.Sudakar (Senior Lecturer and 

Researcher, University Of Malaysia, Pahang and Former Professor NIT, Bhopal Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering), who spoke on“Low carbon energy transition, Pathways, strategies for sustainable future of India”. 

Dr.Siraj.K.K (Professor Higher College Of Technology, Oman and Former Head of Department, IBRA College 

Of Technology Oman), who spoke on “Sustainability of Sustainable Development Initiatives in India: A Critical 

Review”. Dr.Mary Joseph (Former Director, School Of Management Studies, CUSAT And Former Dean 

BharathMatha Institute of Management), who spoke on “Looking Back to Go Forward”. C. Jayaraman (Founder 

And General Secretary Of Society Of Energy Engineers And Managers (SEEM) And Former Senior Manager, 

Projects, Kochi Refinery), who spoke on “Identifying Barriers to Energy Efficient Improvement through 

Behaviour and New Institutional Economics’ Lens”. Sooraj Abraham, Founder and Executive Member, Plan 

Earth (NGO), who spoke on “Green Consumerism in India”. Suresh Kumar. P. K, Chairman, Indian Institute 

of Chemical Engineers.who handled a workshop on Industry Pollution.  

 

Another highlight of the conference was a Symposium on Environmental Protection titled ‘The need for 

environment protection- An Interaction with Environmentalists, the speakers of which included Advocate 

Harish Vasudevan, Sri. PurushothamanKammath and Dr Anita Nair. The conference output shed light on ways 

to protect our environment by opting for available alternatives. Different issues related to energy efficiency and 

various alternative power generation methods were put forward. Ideas on how to tackle the deteriorating 

environmental standards, low sustainable development situation of India, the contradictions of various 

environment policies of government and pessimistic environmental attitude of public were put forward. 
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SEMINAR ON “WETLAND FOR A SUSTAINABLE URBAN FUTURE” 

The nature club of Al Ameen College organized a seminar on “Wetland for a sustainable urban future” 

in connection with the World Wetland Day with the sponsorship of Kerala State Council for Science, 

Technology and Environment (KSCSTE) on 01-02-2018. The main focus of the seminar was to create 

awareness about the conservation of wetlands and its importance in the coming decades. Dr. N C Induchoodan, 

Rtd DFO, inaugurated the function and delivered the keynote address. In the first session DrInduchoodan 

delivered a speech on the topic “Socio economic aspects and environmental issues as well as our traditional 

concept of Environment protection”.The talk motivated the audience regarding the conservation of wetlands in 

current scenario and its importance in the coming generation. In the next session, DrSreejaNishanth, Kerala 

SastraSahityaParishad, gave a class on “Pros and cons of destruction of mangroves and necessities of preserving 

Wet land Ecosystems”. In this session the discussion was based on mangroves and its importance. 
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SEMINAR ON “SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 

NONCONVENTIONAL ENERGY RESOURCES” 

The Department of Physics, Al Ameen College, Edathala organized National Science Day based on the 

theme”   Sustainable Development through Nonconventional Energy Resources” with the Support of Kerala 

State Council for Science ,Technology and Environment on 23rd February 2018.The programme was 

inaugurated by Mr.G.Sivaramakrishnan. B,Tech, MIE, Chartered Engineer,(Empanelled in Ministry of New 

and Renewable Energy, Government of India).The first session was handled by Mr.G.Sivaramakrishnan about 

the Renewable energy conservation and management for a sustainable future.He covered the area of renewable 

energy resources with special reference to solar energy.In the second session Prof.Sreeja.C,Dept.of Physics, 

AlAmeen College, Edathala introduced different forms of renewable energy and new technologies related to 

renewable energy. 
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TALK ON “RECENT TRENDS IN MATHEMATICS” 

The Department of Mathematics celebrated Pi Day on 14/03/2018.The Department was conducted a 

Lecture workshop on ‘’Recent trends in Mathematics.’’ for MSc students.  Dr. Ramkumar P. B., Associate 

Professor, Rajagiri School of Engineering & Technology gave a talk to them. They got to know why 14th March 

of every year is celebrated as Pi Day, the importance and applications of the mathematical constant Pi (π) in 

day-to-day life,various fields of science and technology 
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SEMINAR ON “ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS IN KERALA” 

World Environment Day 2016 was celebrated with the support of Kerala State Council for Science, 

Technology and Environment at the Al-Ameen College Seminar Hall on 15.6.2016 at 10.00 am. The seminar, 

focusing on environmental issues, was presided over by the Principal and welcomed by the HOD, Smt. Rahimol 

Ramesh. Sri. Dharmarajan T.K, environmentalist inaugurated the programme by presenting seeds to the 

participants and addressed the gathering in the first session on ‘Environmental Hazards in Kerala.’ The second 

Session included an essay competition on ‘Plan for the Planet’ in which 36 students from various colleges took 

part. The third session was a poster designing competition on ‘Only one Earth, Care and Share’ for college 

students. A short film ‘No Green No Life’ was also shown to the audience. The final session of the day was on 

‘Environmental changes due to Climate change’ by Dr. V. Madhu , Assistant Professor, Atmospheric Science, 

CUSAT. Prizes were distributed by Dr.Junaid Rahman, Manager, Al Ameen College and the seminar concluded 

with the Valedictory function. The whole event was ably supported by the staff and students of the 

Biotechnology Department. 
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WORKSHOP ON “FREE SOFTWARE (LINUX)” 

The  Department  of  Computer  Science  organized  a  One  Day  Workshop  on FREE  SOFTWARE 

( Linux) on 25/07/2016. The resource person was Mr. Sivahari  Nandakumar, CEO  Appropriate  Technologies. 

The  venue  of  the  workshop was  the  New  Computer  lab  of  the  department . The workshop provided 

awareness about free software among students. The Resource person tried to familiarize the Linux platform. 

The workshop was really motivating and useful for the students.  

       

 

 

 

 

 

TALK ON “ENTREPRENEUR START UP PROCESS “ 

The Department of B.Com Computer Application conducted inauguration of Commerce Association 

on 01/09/2016. The programme was inaugurated by the famous corporate trainer Mr Alen.T. Lukkose. The 
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ceremony was started with the blessings of Almighty, with a prayer song by first B.Com students Miss. 

Shanmughapriya and Miss Agina Varghese. The welcome speech was given by the department head Prof. 

Gregory John and the presidential address given by vice principal Prof Sasidharan, and salutation was given by 

Principal Prof. Dr Anita Nair and the vote of thanks given by students council head Mr.AkhilNazim. After that, 

there was a power-point presentation by Mr. Alan Lukkose, the corporate trainer, on the topic 

“ENTREPRENEUR START UP PROCESS”. He stated that an entrepreneur is an independent person who 

starts an enterprise and bears all the risks involved in tit and the monetary benefit of the entrepreneur is the 

profit earned by the business. So he innovated the students how to become an entrepreneur. All the students 

were actively participated in the programmes. Vote of thanks given by II year B.com Computer Application 

Student. Miss. Fathima Shifa. 

 

 

 

 

ENIGMA 2016 - SEMINAR ON BIG DATA ANALYTICS 

The Association of the Department of Computer Science is an organization for displaying and 

promoting the talents of the students of the department and also aims at highlighting their various achievements 

commenced its activities for the academic year  2016-17 with an inaugural ceremony on SEPTEMBER 06, 
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2016 at 10:00 a m in the College Auditorium. Shri. Bruce Mathew (HOD & Associate Professor, MES AIMAT) 

, was the Chief Guest for the occasion. Dr. Anita Nair , our Principal, presided over the function. Also present 

as Guests of Honour were Mrs. Beenatries N Joy , HOD, Department of Computer Science, and Mrs Vijaya 

Gopinath M, Department of Computer Science, besides faculty members and students from and outside the 

department of computer science. The program began on as auspicious note with the lighting of the lamp by the 

dignitaries on the dais.  Student representative Ms. Anjitha T A, II Year Computer Science presented the 

welcome address followed by presentation of the annual report by the Secretary, on the spectrum of activities 

in the previous academic session and the objectives for the coming year. The highlight of the inaugural 

ceremony was the Seminar presented by the chief guest on “Big Data Analytics”.  

 

 

SEMINAR ON STUDENT ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Student Entrepreneurship benefits students to think outside the box and nurtures unconventional talents 

and skills. Furthermore, it creates opportunity, ensures social justice and stimulates the economy. Mr. 

Ajayakumar from the Kerala Institute for Entrepreneurship Development, Kalamassery took a session on 

‘Student Entrepreneurship’ on 14.10.2016 that not only provided great motivation to our students but also 

highlighted the ways by which many became successful entrepreneurs.  
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WORKSHOP ON ‘ONLINE MARKET ANALYSIS AND INVESTMENT 

STRATEGIES’ 

A workshop on ‘Online Market Analysis and Investment Strategies’ was conducted in collaboration 

with Geojit BNP Paribas Financial Services. 10 November 2016.  Sri. Sony Mathews, Regional Manager, Geojit 

BNP Paribas was the resource person. Students were given an overview about the stock market, types of 

transactions involved, investment options, emerging trends in capital market as well as a session to experience 

online trading.  

 

 

TALK ON “DEMONETIZATION” 

Economics Association Inauguration- 4 January 2017 - Dr.N.Ajith Kumar, Former Principal, Cochin 

College and Professor in Economics inaugurated the activities of the Association. He talked about 
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demonetization, started from earlier instances of demonetization in India. The session was followed by cultural 

programmes. 

 

 

 

 

AWARENESS CLASS ON “ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT – 

KELSA” 

Legal Literacy Cell organized a An awareness class on ‘Entrepreneurship Development’ on 5th January 

2017 in association with KELSA. Dr. Mohammed Ali P M, the resource person, enlightened the audience about 

laws and their applicability.  
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WORKSHOP ON “CENTRAL GOODS AND SERVICE TAX” 

The Post Graduate Department of Commerce, Al-Ameen College, Edathala, Aluva has organised a 

Workshop on 7th January 2017. The programme was inaugurated by Mr. S. Sivankutty, Deputy Commissioner, 

Tax intelligence, Central Zone Commercial Tax. The event was titled as “Workshop on the Central Goods and 

Service Tax”. The venue of the workshop was the College Seminar Hall and this was conducted with an aim to 

bring awareness to the manufacturers and traders on the concepts and practical benefits of GST in their context. 

Hence, the department invites the manufacturers and traders from various filed to take part of the workshop. 

There are about 40 participants were attended. Prof. M L Paul, Associate Professor, Gulati Institute of Finance 

and Taxation, Thiruvananthapuram, as a resource person for the Technical session. This workshop was aimed 

to bring awareness to the manufacturers and traders on the concepts and practical applications of CGST. The 

core part of the programme was technical session. This session handled by Mr. M L Paul, Associate Professor,  

Gulati Institute of Finance and Taxation, Thiruvananthapuram. This session was very interactive. Base on the 

feedback collected from audience and the observation of coordinators, it is revealed that the programme was 

extremely beneficial to the audience. 
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WORKSHOP ON THE TOPIC “LEADERS LADDERS” 

The BBA Association was inaugurated on 12.1.2017, at College Auditorium by the Principal. An 

inspirational workshop on the topic ‘Leaders Ladders’ with the resource person Dr.Civy .V.Pulayath, an 

international speaker and HOD, Malabar Dental College, marked the occasion. The guidelines for personality 

development, the essential traits of a successful leader as well as meditation were included in the session which 

invigorated the participants totally.  
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WORKSHOP ON “ETHICAL HACKING AND CYBER SECURITY” 

An inter-collegiate workshop on ‘Ethical Hacking and Cyber Security’ was organized on 12 & 13 Jan 

2017 to provide participants on the opportunities available in the upcoming technology of Ethical hacking. Mr. 

Pramod C Menon,Manager, Wipro Technologies, Cochin inaugurated the workshop for which Mr.Amish 

Verma,Senior Research Engineer, Mass Brain Systems, Noida was the resource person.  Some outstanding 

participants were selected to participate in competitions on the subject to be conducted at IIT, Kanpur. 

 

SEMINAR ON IPR – “INNOVATION, EXCELLENCE AND PATENTING” 

Resource persons Dr.rer. nat. Syriac Joseph Palackal. Chief Technical Officer, Viroblitz Solutions 

Private Limited, and Mr. George Joseph, CEO, KER spices producer Ltd, Vaikkom. Dr.Syriac Joseph Palackal, 

who has more than 60 patents in his name, explained how IPR plays a vital role in enhancing socio economic 

prosperity of the country by enabling people to earn appreciation or financial benefit from what they invent or 
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generate. His talk ‘Innovation Excellence and Patenting’ 22 January 2017. There is a need to create public 

awareness about the crucial role of IPR in globalized knowledge economy. The seminar catered to teachers, 

students and young intellectuals about the beneficial aspects of patenting their creative and novel ideas and 

inventions. 

 

 

SEMINAR ON “ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT” 

An awareness class on ‘Entrepreneurship Development’ was conducted on 25.1.2017 in association 

with the District Industries Centre. Mr. Mohammed Iqbal, the resource person, and Mr.Saji from the District 

Industries Centre talked on the topic. Mrs Ushadevi, Industry Extension Officer of Vazhakulam Block gave the 

Vote of Thanks.  
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SEMINAR ON “WETLANDS-WATER SECURITY AND RISK 

REDUCTION” 

A seminar on “Wetlands-Water Security and Risk Reduction” in connection with the World Wetland 

Day was conducted with the sponsorship of Kerala State Council for Science, Technology and 

Environmenton9.2.2017 at Al-Ameen College, Edathala. The main focus of the seminar was to create awareness 

about the value of wetlands and its beneficial aspects as well as to promote its conservation for enhancing the 

overall level of the human health, growth and development. The session was inaugurated by Dr. S. Sreekumar, 

Associate Prof., Dept. of Geology, Christ College, Irinjalakuda, by watering a plant. Dr. Junaid Rahman, 

Manager, Al-Ameen College, chaired the function which was followed by a talk on ‘Wetlands for Disaster Risk 

Reduction’ by the guest of the morning session, Dr. S. Sreekumar, a renowned authority in the area of wetlands 

research. The importance of Ramsar Convention and Ramsar Sites as well as the criteria for a wetland to be 

recognized as Ramsar site were analyzed. The important role played by wetlands and mangroves in protecting 

the land against various calamities like cyclones and tsunamis as well as the dire consequences of not protecting 

them were outlined.  Dr. S. Sreekumar is giving talk on “Wetlands for Disaster Risk Reduction”. The second 

session of the day started with a slideshow presentation on the topic ‘Wetlands Conservation for Disaster Risk 

Reduction’ showcasing different types of wetlands, its usefulness, and the need to conserve wetlands like 

mangroves, coral reefs, rivers and flood plains, Inland deltas, peatlands for the disaster risk reduction. Wetlands 

not only cope with extreme events but act as a natural sponge, absorbing and storing excess rainfall. Thus they 

reduce flooding in the rainy season and during the dry season, release the stored water to , delay the onset of 

droughts. 

 The third session on water resources and the change in hydrological cycle by human actions was 

handled by Dr. Chandramohanakumar, N. UGC Emiretus Professor, Department of Chemical 
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Oceanography,CUSAT a well known faculty member of Chemical oceanography , CUSAT. The demand for 

water has resulted in modifying the hydrological cycle through wells and boreholes, reservoirs, aqueducts, water 

supply systems, drainage systems, irrigation schemes and similar facilities. In this scenario wetlands are needed 

to purify water and filter waste. Intercollegiate essay writing and poster designing competitions based on the 

themes ‘Wetlands for our future’ and ‘Wetlands-Nature’s Water Filter’ respectively was also conducted. Poster 

designing and essay writing competitions. Our resource persons declared themselves The Valedictory function 

wound up the programme and certificates and cash prizes were presented to the winners of the competitions. 

The seminar provided a platform to understand the value of wetlands and role in the overall level of human 

health growth and development 

 

 

   TALK ON "OZONE AND ITS IMPACT ON LIVING SYSTEM" 

Ozone Alert Day 2015 was celebrated by the Department of Biotechnology with the support of Kerala 

State Council for Science, Technology and Environment on 23rd September 2015. Dr. Junaid Rahman, 

Manager, Al-Ameen College inaugurated the program. The inauguration was highlighted by the presentation 

of saplings to the participant colleges. The keynote speaker was Dr. Venu G Nair, Assistant Professor, Dept. of 

Atmospheric Science, CUSAT. He delivered a talk on ‘Ozone and its impact on living system”. An 

intercollegiate quiz competition and painting competition were held. Sri. C R Neelakandan, the famous 

environmentalist handled the afternoon session on “Development Policy based on ozone”. To commemorate 

this event Sr. C R Neelakandan planted a sampling of “Lakshmi Tharu” in our herbal garden.  
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SEMINAR ON “ENTREPRENEURS IN IT” 

The department of computer science organised a seminar on Entrepreneurs in IT in connection with 

Association inauguration on 23.9.2015. The function was inaugurated by the dynamic entrepreneur Sri. Arun 

Ravi, CEO, Agroma Private Limited, Kalamassery. The students were motivated to become good entrepreneurs 

especially in the field of IT. Various interdepartmental competitions like Quiz, Debate, Computer Game, Mask 

the product and Photography were conducted and cash awards presented.  
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SEMINAR ON “RUPEE DEPRECIATION – RISK AND CHALLENGES” 

Department of Economics organized a  UGC sponsored two day National Seminar on “Rupee 

Depreciation – Risk and Challenges” on 6 & 7 October 2015. Sr. Suhas IAS Sub collector Fort Kochi 

inaugurated the Seminar. He stressed on the importance of Rupee Depreciation from the view point of common 

man. Rupee depreciation is simply the rise the price level of commodities in the market. Prof. Rajan Varghese,  

former PVC MG University and HOD, Department of Economics, UC College. Aluva gave the Keynote 

address. He made a good reference to the initial history and period of changes in the international currency 

conversion. Adv. T P M Ibrahim Khan, Chairman, Al-Ameen Educational Trust delivered the presidential 

address and discussed the impact of rupee depreciation on the Indian economy. Dr. M I Junaid Rahman, 

Manager, Al Ameen College Edathal offered his remarks on the topic and the academic relevance of the subject. 

Research papers were presented by scholars from various institutions. A Total of 89 participants attended, which 

included faculty, research scholars and post graduate students. The presented papers were brought together in 

the form of Seminar proceedings. 
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WORKSHOP ON “ADVANCED NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES” 

 

A workshop on Advanced Network Technologies was conducted by Mr. Alwin Wilson, Executive 

Trainer and Mr. Shihabudheen T S of Executive Marketing, CM SIT services Pvt. Ltd. On 30.10.2015, the 

workshop focused on the various advanced network technologies available and their usage in configuring 

networking.  
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TALK ON “GROWTH OF MALAYALAM WITH ADVENT OF 

TECHNOLOGY” 

Department of Malayalam conducted its Malayalam day celebrations as part of Keralapiravi day. 

Renowned writer and screen play writer Santhosh Aechikkanam inaugurated the programme on 02-11-2015. 

The language of Malayalam is still growing even with the advent of technology. But this growth is not by 

imbibing new words but giving different tonalities to its use, he said.  
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SEMINAR ON “BASICS OF PETROLEUM REFINING” 

The inaugural ceremony of petrochemical association 2015-16 was conducted on 02-12-2015 by T. 

PRADEEP KUMAR, senior manager, BPCL, Kochi.. Inaugural function was followed by a seminar on Basics 

of Petroleum refining by the chief guest.  

 

 

 

 

TWO DAY SEMINAR ON “SCOPE AND CHALLENGES IN 

TRANSLATING WITH REFERENCE TO ENGLISH, HINDI, 

MALAYALAM & ARABIC” 

The two day seminar, Scope and challenges in translating with reference to English, Hindi, Malayalam 

& Arabic was conducted on 17th and 18th of February 2016 in an exemplary manner. Four well structed 

sessions were guided by people of eminence. Thought there are machines to make translation easy it requires 

the unmitigated skill of the translator as there in increasing interdependence of various disciplines ranging from 

literature to medicine and mass communication. Keeping this in mind the seminar discussed several thrust areas 

that are vital for contemporary translation works. The keynote address was by Prof. Devaki Antharjanam where 

the discussion was about how translation has been influencing a language in its evolution. A special reference 

to our mother tongue, Malayalam by spotting new style and words in vogue was also a highlight of her talk. In 

addition, the talk by Dr. M Sherief widened our perspectives on translation in Malayalam. New and less 
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explored areas were revealed through the paper presented by Prof. C S Jayaram with regard to translation in 

culture, politics and film. In the next session, Dr. R Sukumaran, delivered a special talk on the influence of 

translation on Hindi, Sujith Sudhakar, from Keltron IMT addressed the gathering on scope and challenges in 

the area of medical transcription. The two day seminar was an enlightening one in this rather unexplored, yet 

important area in the overall fabric of the languages that were discussed.  

 

 

 

WORKSHOP ON “ENERGY AND ECO FRIENDLY LED LIGHT BULB 

ASSEMBLING” 

The post graduate department of Physics organized “Workshop on Energy and Eco Friendly LED light bulb 

assembling in connection with the National Science Day with the sponsorship of Kerala State council for 

Science, Technology and environment and the support of Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of 

India on 20th February. Dr. Suresh Nair, Chief Technology Officer Nest group inaugurated the workshop and 

addressed the students. The talk was successful in elucidating the importance of this technological workshop 

and in inculcating an interest in new trends taking place in the energy efficient lighting systems. Dr. S 

Sankararaman, Associate Professor, Nirmala College, Muvattupuzha delivered a talk on the basics of LED. He 

presented an energy audit report to make the students aware of the need for replacement of the conventional 

lighting by eco friendly and energy efficient LED Bulb. The technical session started with the very basic 

technique of use of soldering iron, specification of various components used in the assembling etc. This session 

helped the students to understand the basic procedure of assembling components like capacitor and resistor for 

making various kinds of LED lights. Students were provided with a kit containing a soldering iron and 2 LED 

light bulbs of 7 Watts and 9 Watts. The bulbs provided were unassembled. Under the supervision of the 

Resource Person, the students assembled the bulbs. 
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UGC SPONSORED TWO DAY NATIONAL SEMINAR – “ROLE OF 

PRIMARY CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES IN AGRICULTURE FINANCE “ 

The Post Graduate Department of Commerce organized a 2 Two Day national seminar (21st & 22nd 

August 2014) at college seminar Hall, on the Topic "Role Of Primary Co-Operative Societies In Agricultural 

Finance With Special Reference To Kerala" with the sponsorship from UGC . The seminar has laid down on 

common platform for various academics, bank officers and staff of co-operative sector etc to share and exchange 

their ideas and views about the concept. The Seminar was to be inaugurated by Smt. Lalithanbika (Registrar of 

Co-operative Societies, Kerala) but due to certain official matters she was not able to attend the function. In her 

absence, Mr.P.P.Joy (Assistant Registrar, Co-Operative Societies, Ernakulum) was deputed to inaugurate the 

seminar. Prof.K.M Abdul Karim (Principal, Al-Ameen College Edathala) delivered the welcome speech 

and Dr.Junaid Rahman (Manager , Al-Ameen College Edathala) presided over the function. Adv.T.P.M 

Ibrahim Khan (Chairman, Al-Ameen Educational Trust), Jb. A.A Siyad Koker (Secretary, Al-Ameen 

Educational Trust) Jb. K.M.Shamsudeen (convenor, NAAC Accreditation Committee) and Prof.Mohammed 

Thahir (Joint Convenor,NACC Accreditation Committee) felicitated the occasion. The Inauguration session 

was followed by a panel discussion which was moderated by K.Santha Kumar,(Deputy General Manager 

,RBI,Trivandrum). Dr. Santhosh Kumar .S(Associate professor St. Peters College Kolenchery) Dr.Veera 

Kumar G(Professor, College of Co-Operative and Banking, Mannuthy )and Sudhakara Ganesh .M (Assistant 

Manager ,T.C.S, Chennai) were the members in the panel discussion team. The Second day of the seminar 
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started with a discussion on the overdue of primary credit Societies. Dr. Bhagavan Reddy (Professor and Dean 

of Commerce and MIS S V University, Thirupathy) was the resource person and Dr. M. Sudhakara Reddy, Co-

ordinator, (P.V.K.N. Govt.College, Andra Pradesh) presented his case study on Overdues Of Agriculture Credit 

Institution In Selected Coastal District of Andhra Pradesh. The Afternoon session of the second day started with 

a talk by Dr. Sangeetha .K. Prathap (Professor, Department of Rural Banking and Financial Management, 

Kerala Agriculture University, Thrissur).The topic was Co-operative s at the cross road challenges to primary 

Agriculture Co-operative 152 persons from various colleges participated in the 2 day National Seminar and 

among them 10 faculty members presented relevant papers on the concerned topics. The 2 day UGC Sponsored 

National Seminar was lively informative and opened a new path in the field of Agriculture finance. 
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SEMINAR ON “PROSPECTUS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ECONOMICS” 

The Formal inauguration of activities Economics Association 2014-15 was held on 26/08/2014. It was 

inaugurated by Dr.VisakhaVarma (Retd. Principal, Govt College, Chalakkudy). Prof.Abdul Hakkeem , HOD 

welcomed the gathering. In connection with the day an Orientation class on the topic Economics-What, Why 

and When was given to students especially for first year degree students. Dr.VisakaVarma explained the 

importance and opportunities of Economics in this globalised and competitive world. The students raised doubts 

in the interactive session. The programme ended with the vote of thanks by ReneeshaK.N. Association 

Secretary. 

 

 

 

  

SEMINAR ON “SHARE MARKET” 

The Department of economics conducted a seminar on share market on 23/09/2014 at the seminar hall 

of the college by 11.00 A.M. The programme started with a prayer. Abdul Hakkeem, HOD, Department of 

economics delivered the presidential address. He gave a brief outline of the theory of stock and share market 

stressing that the practical operation of stock market is what is needed in the current economic structure of the 

nation. Shaniba.M.H, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics welcomed the gathering. The chief resource 

person for the seminar was Dr.V.B..Vijayakumar, Investment Strategist, Geojit BNP Paribas .he was assisted by 

a group of Geojit ,including online trade manager. Geojit BNP Paribas. Is a leading retail financial services 

company in India .Dr,Vijayakumar started the seminar with the intriguing question- How do I make money 

investing? Since he is an investment strategist, he provided information on the various investment opportunities 

in Indian stock markets. He also briefed the students and faculties about the capital market and its various 
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instruments. He explained the terms such as liquidity and profitability in a very simple manner understandable 

to the students, particularly through his power point presentation, he elaborated on stock market, stocks, shares, 

securities and stock exchanges. He hinted on BSE, NSE, CSE etc .he forwarded a wide range of investment 

products and services which will help us to take wise investment decisions. He explained about efficient market 

hypothesis. He showed the success of entrepreneurs such as Indira Nooyi to prove his theory. 

 

 At the end of the seminar he did an online trading demo to explain the profitability of investments in different 

stocks, shares, binds, securities etc at the final phase of his talk he showed the live online trading through Geojit 

and amassed the audience .students were thrilled to know the actual practical on line trading process and the 

speed by which its value and volume changes within seconds. He also presented information on Live Stock Price, 

live share price, historical charts, volume, market capitalization, market performance, reports etc. The 

programme lasted for two and half hours and invited interactions actively from the students. The vote of thanks 

was delivered by Reneesha.K.N., Economics association secretary. 
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SEMINAR ON “PR CAMPAIGN-OBJECTIVES, PLANNING, EXECUTION 

AND EVALUATION” 

The Department of English has conducted a Seminar on PR campaign on 25.9.2014. The Resource 

Person was, Mr. Anu Rahim, Lecturer CET College Airapuram. Head of the English Department, Bisha E Y 

delivered the presidential address. During the seminar, students were introduced to different concepts, and 

methods of PR campaigns and how it is applicable in organizations. Students are given ample opportunities to 

explore their opinions and doubts regarding the topic. The Department was able to conduct and co-ordinate all 

the programs in a very disciplined and effective manner which was enriched by enthusiastic student 

participation. 

 

SEMINAR ON “BIO-DIESEL AND CATALYSIS” 

The Department of Chemistry organized a seminar on BIO-DIESEL and catalysis on 9.10.2014 at 2.00 

P.M at the college seminar hall. The resource person was Dr. ANIZ CU,Research Associate SUID CHEMIE 

INDIA PVT LTD, Edayar. It was an academic and awareness based programme in connection with energy 

crisis scenario. Dr. Aniz focused on the synthetic methods for bio diesel from oil seeds. He also emphasized on 

the role of catalysts in various reactions, preparation and properties of some important catalysts. The talk was 

highly informative. The HOD, Prof C K Safia welcomed the gathering and Prof.Indu delivered the vote of 

thanks. 
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SEMINAR ON “ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILL” 

Entrepreneurial Skill Development club conducted a seminar on the topic "Entrepreneurial Skills" on 

24-10-2014. The resource person for the seminar was Prof. U.R.Krishnakumar (Assistant Professor, 

S.N.M.College, Maliankara). The important entrepreneurial skills required for a successful entrepreneur were 

discussed in this seminar. He divided the whole students into four groups, each group were asked to develop a 

product and to market it. . The seminar aims at inculcating entrepreneurial culture among the students and to 

equip them with the skills, techniques and confidence to act as torch bearers of entrepreneurship for the new 

generation. 
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SEMINAR ON "IT ENTERPREUNERSHIP" 

 The Department of computer science organized a seminar on 31.10.2014 for the computer science 

students. The topic was "IT ENTERPREUNSHIP". The resource person as well as the main guest of the seminar 

was Mr.Jino.P.John, Asst. professor at SNGIST College, N.Paravur on 31.10.2014 at 2.00 P.M in the conference 

hall of the College. The seminar was presided by Dr. Cini Kurian, HOD of Computer Science Department and 

Dr. Anita Nair, HOD of English Department. The seminar was really motivating and useful or the students. It 

creates awareness about the wide range of job opportunities in IT field.  
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SEMINAR   ON “INTELLECTUAL   PROPERTY RIGHTS” 

Legal  Literacy Cell  Conducted  a  seminar on  the  topic “ INTELLECTUAL  PROPERTY  RIGHTS” 

on 7-12-2014. The programme was presided by   Principal Prof. Abdul  Karim.  Adv Anjaly Cyris ,Aluva  sub 

district  court  conducted  the  class  1st  year  degree  and  PG  students of  various  streams  attended  the  

seminar  and  the  class  was  very  informative  for  them. 

 

SEMINAR ON “INDIAN PATENT ACT” 

A patent is a form of intellectual property that gives its owner the legal right to exclude others from 

making, using, selling, and importing an invention for a limited period of years, in exchange for publishing an 

enabling public disclosure of the invention. Specifically, patented inventions must meet three characteristics: 

novel, useful and not obvious. The novelty requirement is straightforward To impart new insights to the final 
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year students , of Post Graduate Department of Commerce in association with IPR cell conducted a Seminar on 

Indian Patent Act on 11.12.2014 at Seminar hall of our college. The resource person of the day, Adv. C.S.Roopa 

elicited the importance of intellectual property in India . Her session focused on minimum standards for 

protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights, which are required to promote effective and adequate 

protection of intellectual property rights with a view to reducing distortions and impediments to international 

trade. In her concluding remarks, she proclaimed that patent is granted as an exclusive right by the Government 

for an invention for a limited period of time in consideration with the disclosure of the invention by an applicant. 

And that it protect any product, design or process that meets certain specifications according to its originality, 

practicality, suitability, and utility. In most cases, a patent can protect an invention for up to 20 years. 

 

SEMINAR ON “ANDROID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT” 

The department of Computer Science organized a Seminar on Android Application Development on 

27.02.2015. The venue of the seminar was the new Computer Lab of our department. The resource person who 

conducted the seminar was Mr.Siyad K K and Mr.Fawas M/s Aaptra, Ernakulam. The seminar aimed at 

enriching students of our department about the new operating system. 
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